WHAT YOU CAN COPY
Australian Copyright law allows you as a student or researcher to copy and use limited amounts of other people’s material (material protected by copyright) in your study or research without their permission and free of charge.

RESTRICTIONS YOU NEED TO KNOW
Restrictions apply to how much copyright protected material you can use in your work. This includes copying material from books, journals, newspapers, photographs, designs, drawings, plans, music, film, video, the Web (eg. blogs, wikis, Facebook, YouTube, websites) and a range of other sources.

YOUR RESPONSIBILITY
As a condition of your enrolment at UTS, you are responsible for ensuring your work is copyright compliant – that your work meets the requirements of Australian Copyright law.

INFORMATION YOU NEED TO KNOW
For essential information on what you need to know about Copyright, visit

www.lib.uts.edu.au → About Us → Policy & Guidelines → Copyright and UTS → Students, Researchers and Copyright
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COPYING FOR EDUCATIONAL PURPOSES
Under Australian Copyright law, and licences signed by UTS, UTS staff can copy and communicate limited amounts of copyright material for the educational purposes of a UTS course, without requiring permission from the copyright owner.

COPYING FOR OTHER WORK-RELATED PURPOSES
UTS staff can also copy and communicate copyright material under other limited conditions, without requiring permission from the copyright owner.

CONDITIONS YOU NEED TO KNOW
Conditions apply to how UTS staff can use copyright protected material as part of their teaching or administrative work. Conditions also apply to the ownership of the work (the intellectual property) that is generated by UTS staff.

YOUR RESPONSIBILITY
UTS employment terms require that staff understand their responsibilities for copyright compliance and UTS intellectual property policy requirements.

INFORMATION YOU NEED TO KNOW
For essential information on what you need to know about Copyright, visit
www.lib.uts.edu.au > About Us > Policy & Guidelines > Copyright and UTS > Staff and Copyright
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